Plastique Fantastique Ribbon Dance Ritual to call forth the Pre-Industrial Modern.
(At the beginning and end of each protocol the prayer bells must be rung. No one can start or move on from a
performed protocol until the bell is rung. First protocol begins at the start of New Street and ends halfway, up at
the traffic lights.)

'Plastique Fantastique Ribbon Dance Ritual to call forth the Pre-Industrial Modern. 1st
protocol: Plastique Fantastique death walk to mourn the suffocation of the New in The
Street of the New.'
(The hands of the Staabucks Metrosexual are tied with ribbon and the metrosexual sign is hung around the neck
of the Staabucks Metrosexual, a ribbon is tied around the Staabucks Metrosexual’s neck and the mask is placed
on the Staabucks Metrosexual’s head. Fox-Owl leads the Staabucks Metrosexual through the streets. Everyone
slow marches towards the Gormley sculpture to the sound of a drum beat. Up to the traffic lights at New Street.
After the traffic lights at New Street the second protocol.)

'2nd protocol: Plastique Fantastique ribbon call, breathing life into the New in The Street
of the New.'
(Everyone walks to the Gormley in their own time, making noise with bells, whistles and tweeters. When all are
assembled the prayer bells are rung.)

'3rd protocol: The reading of 'Plastique Fantastique Communiqué: What is gen-nerration?', and the tying of the ribbons of un-gen-ner-ration.'
(When ribbons are tied, prayer bells are rung. The sign around the neck of the Staabucks Metrosexual is turned
over to reveal a text. Ribbon-Head passes Fox-Owl the speaking stone.)

'4th protocol: Plastique Fantastique torch-lit procession through the streets of middle
england to welcome the ungenerated.'
(The glo-sticks are broken, the group moves of breaking out into sporadic chants, walking towards the launch
venue. Near the launch venue the chants become more insistent. The Staabucks Metrosexual is blindfolded and
bound. The procession enters the launch venue. The prayer bells are rung)

'5th protocol: Plastique Fantastique purge the Staabucks Fukkee-MetroSexual'
The candles are lit. The incense is lit and wafted around the space. The Staabucks Fukkee mat is unrolled and the
Staabucks Metrosexual is stood on the mat. Everyone chants and makes noise. The mask is taken off the
Staabucks Metrosexual. Straw and glitter is sprinkled over the head of Staabucks Metrosexual by everyone. The
prayer bells are rung.)

'6th protocol: 'Plastique Fantastique Communiqué: what is a Pre-Industrial Modern?'
(Staabucks Metrosexual's bonds are cut, the sign is taken from around his neck, blindfold is taken off. The speech
is made. After Fox-Owl says make the Ghawkin he will call for the Ghawkins body parts. (Cowl, Eyes, Arms, Skirt,
Hat, Nose, Mouth, Cock, Cunt, Cloak.) The Ghawkin will be made. All say hello and welcome to the Ghawkin, all
make noise. The bell is rung when the Ghawkin is finished')

'7th protocol: 'Eighth Plastique Fantastique Communiqué: The Ghawkin demands a
sacrifice: general public you do not exist, un-gen-ner-rate your-selves and gen-ner-rate
new names for your-selves?'
(The Ghawkin will read out the 7th Communiqué, after which the bell is rung, all fall down dead.)

